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Goodrum trial could be moved to Louisville
Trial date may also be
delayed until November
BY ASHLEE CLARK

Herald reporter
Owensboro is about 70 miles
away from Bowling Green. but that's
not far enough for the attorneys of a
Scottsville man accused of murdering Pcllville freshman Melissa
"Katie" Autry in May 2003.

Lucas B. Goodrum's defense attorneys filed a motion on Monday 10
change the location of Goodrum's trial.
Defense atlomcy David Broderick
and assistant defense auorne} Kevin
Hackworth requested the trial be
moved from Owcm,boro in Daviess
County 10 Jefferson Coumy 10 obtain
an impartial jury.
The trial was moved to Owensboro
from Bowling Green on Feb. I0.
The prosecution and defense will
have a phone conference with Daviess

Circuit Court Judge Tom Castlen at 10
a.m. Wednesday.
Goodrum's auorneys also requested
postponing the trial until November.
The trial is currently scheduled 10
begin at 9 a.m. on March I at the
Morton J. Holbrook. Jr., Judicial
Center in Owensboro.
According to the motion, the
prosecution agreed 10 move the trial
date.
Broderick and Hackworth argued
that there has been substantial media

coverage of Good rum's case in Daviess
County similar to Warren County. and
many potential jurors have made up
their minds about the case.
During a Feb. IO hcari ng, the
defense cited a survey of Warren
County residents conducted Jan. 5 and
6 by Mykol Hamilton, a psychology
professor at Centre College. Of the 400
respondents, 97 percent were familiar
with Goodrum's case and 44 percent
thought he was guilty.
A similar telephone survey of

Daviess County residents was conducted by Hamilton on Sunday using
the same polling firm from the first
survey.
In the second survey, 88 percent of
the 400 respondents knew about the
case and 29 percent believed
Goodrum was guilty.
"The publ ic sentiment amongst
Daviess County jurors is eerily similar
to that of Warren County jurors." the
defense stated in the motion.
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Western winning
six-school
alumni challenge
Six schools involved
in challenge
B Y ASHLEE C L A R K

Herald reporter

Allen Bryant/Herald
SGA Chief of Staff Jessica M artin speaks at a higher education rally Wednesday in Frankfort. About 300 students from
across the state urged Kentucky legislators to help keep university tuition low.

Students rally for education
BY AMBER COULTER

Herald reporter
FRANKFORT - Bulan senior Jessica
Martin stood in the capitol rotunda with
Big Red by her side as she rallied for
higher education.
Martin,
Student
Government
Association chief of staff. proclaimed that
it's time for the state legislature 10 put universities before roadi. and horses.
"In our culture, education is not a priority and it is not a core "alue." she said 10 the
crowd.
Western students and administrators
were among about 300 students from
around the state participating in Higher
Education Day yesterday in Frankfort.
The theme for the rally was "Invest in us.
Great minds. Great debt." It was organi,cd
to encourage Gov. Ernie Fletcher and legi~lators to place posH,econdary education m,

a funding priority.
The rally wai, spom,ored by the Board of
Swdent Body Presidents.
SGA Senate Speaker Joshua Collins said
the nilly was successful bccau!.e it allracted community and government auention.
Students in the rally suggested the legislature needs 10 address the lack of funding for nontraditional student programs.
Kentucky Secretary of State Trey
Grayson-R and State Treasurer Jonathan
Millcr-D began the rally by speaking 10
participants and legislators about the
importance of funding higher education.
Miller said the student presence al the
rally helped draw attention to the importance of increasing funding.
"It definitely helps because. too often.
students are viewed as apathetic," he said.
Education needs 10 be a priority
because tuition hikes are hurting students
and universities, Miller said.

Miller and Grayson. head the Cradle to
College Commission that is currently
investigating ways to help students save
money for college.
Charley Pride, director of student activities and organizations, said that besides
coming 10 the rally, students also supported the cause by sharing their concerns with
their legislators.
Some SGA members will be meeting
today with five state representatives and
two state senators. SGA President Paui
Johnson said most of the legislators are
from the Warren County area.
They will discuss the affordability
problems that Western students face. she
said.
"Legislators don't often get to hear from
actual students about the trials and tribulations they face as they try lo get money for
college," Johnson said.
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Western representatives
haven't set up lemonade
stands or visited homes door
to door to raise money.
But Western is winning the
Kentucky Challenge, a competition
between
six
Kentucky public universities
lo encourage more young
alumni to donate to their alma
mater.
The contest measures the
percentage of alumni who
have graduated in the past 10
years and have made donations
to their former universities.
About 5 percent of
Western alumni who graduated between I 995-2004 have
donated 10 the university
since the challenge began on

July l, 2004, according lo
the Kentucky Challenge
Web site.
There arc 15,625 alumni
who have graduated from
Western in the past decade.
The challenge will end
June 30. It was created by
annual fund representatives
from the Council for the
Advancement and Suppo11 of
Education, said Donald Smith.
executive director of Western 's
Alumni Association.
The
University
of
Louisville, University of
Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky
University,
Morehead
University and Northern
Kentucky University are also
competing in the challenge.
Western was initially second to NKU at the beginning
of the challenge.
But Smith said it was somewhat expected that Western
ALUM NI t'A&E
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Chambless retires
after 32 years
B Y KELLY
RI C H A R DSON

Herald reporter
Western's director of
Academic Advising has been
here for more than three
decades. And that doesn't even
count her time as a student on
the Hill.
But tomorrow. Cheryl
Chambless is ending her 32ycar tenure at Western.
Chambless is retiring from
her position as director. But
she's worked in a number of
departments on the Hill.
Before holding her position

as director for live and a half
years, she worked in enrollment management for a year
and a half.
She was the director of
admissions for 17 years, which
totals an overall 25-ycar career
in the admbsions office.
"The thing that I have
enjoyed in all of the positions
I've had at Western is the
opportunity to work with students and to hopefully make a
difference in their achieving
their goals," Chambless said.
CHAMB LESS

liE .,

Early morning fire rips through Lemox II
Damage is estimated at
nearly $500,000
BY K E I TH FARNE R

Herald reporter

Chet White/Herald
Firefight er Lee Hatcher, of the Bowling Green Fire Department, surveys the
scene of an early morning fire on Tuesday that broke out at the Lemox II.

Despite the soot covering Western
apparel and books. merchandise wasn't completely destroyed by flames al
Lemox ll.
An early morning fire concentrated in the allic nearly gulled the
bookstore at 111 Old Morgantown
Road Tuesday.
Robert Hall. the manager of
Lcmox I, met with an insurance
investigator yesterday and said the
tentative cost of the damage is more
than $500.000.
The employees who had worked
at Lemox II will move lo Lemox I.
he said.

Charlotte Marshall

Just Sayin'

On Tuesday

See how the sophomore forward is dealing with l>itting out this
blli.ketball season. Page 12.

Herald columnist Amber
North pleads for future husband
lo visit the Hill. Page 7.

See if the men ·sand women's
basketball teams remain in the
Sun Belt Conference lead.

"We'll just continue business as
usual one way or another." Hall said
Tuesday morning. "There's no
doubt we'll try to get it built as soon
as possible."
Assistant Fire Chief Keith
Medford said 20 Bowling Green
firefighters responded at 8:24 a.m.
after two employees said they heard
a popping sound upon opening the
store for business.
"If it wasn't an electrical fire.
somebody stood back there with a
dang torch," Hall said.
The firelighters came from seven
units, and the investigation for the
cause is ongoing.
The employees. Ron Doer and
Debbie Foley, escaped without
injury.
Investigators were able 10 enter
the building late Tuesday morning.
One truck and five investigators
were at the scene early Tuesday

-
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afternoon. Medford said.
The local Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives division is
assisting the Bowling Green Fire
Department in the investigation.
Medford said that is normal procedure for any substantial structural
fire.
The Rescue Two truck, stationed
al the Porter Pike location, was the
first to respond while en route lo
the Morgantown Road station when
those on board saw smoke from
Adams Street.
Because the bookstore is a single unit building. it was unsafe to
put firefighters on the roof.
Medford said. The building's trusses had burned through, and a roof
collapse was possible.
Firefighters cut a hole in the
front below the 'L' in Lemox ll and

qJ

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for two new
mulitmcdia prescmations on
Martin Luther King Day.
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· Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

By the numbers
Sunday

Monday

264
4

452

262

4 7 2 282

452 342

552 502

592 432

ALUMNI: Event

D ay

Hours Bandy Gardner stayed
awake In 1984, breaking the
world record by four.
Bours Gardner then spent
asleep.
source: M1'w.2 / s1ce11111ry.com

Valentine's Masquerade

incites grads
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T
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would eventually be on top.
"Our Western Kentucky University alumni
have always had the Western spirit that has
stayed with them throughout life." he said.
Having a competition between Kentucky's
universities is a motivating factor in garnering
donations, Smith said.
"You always like to be number one," he
said.
But each panicipating university still wins
even if they lose the Kentucky Challenge,
Smith said.
"Even if an institution can't be first place.
they're still gelling their young alumni to give
back to the institution and are successful." he
said.
Tom Hiles. vice president of institutional
advancement. said getting more young alumni
to give back to their alma mater is a national
issue.
Recent graduates are trying to establi~h
themselves and may not have thought about
g iving back yet, Hiles said.
"The earlier you can get them into the habit
of giving, the more likely you can retain them
as annual donors." he said.

Reach Ashlee Clark ar 11ews@wkuherald.co111.

►

Reports

♦ A false smoke alarm was
reported on Feb. 11 on the
fourth floor of Thompson
Complex Central Wing.
♦ A male. McCormack Hall.
reported on Feb. 11 harassment.
♦ James
I::..
Sublett.
Firehouse Pizza. reported on

Phoro by Bretl Flas//1/ick
Louisville senior Ashley Britt came to Mass Media and Technology Hall computer lab dressed as Shrek. She was

joined by friends in Elmo, Casper, reindeer, Blue's Clues and many other famous character costumes.

Feb. 12 a Firehouse Pizza delivery sign stolen from his 1996
GMC Safari van in the
McCormack Lot. The value of
the theft was $ 150.
♦ Paula 8. Trafton, history
instructor. reponed on Feb. 14
damage to a lock in Cherry Hall.
♦ Maggie M. Waid. Bemis-

Lawrence Hall, reported on Feb.
14 damage to her 1988 Ford
Escort GL in Normal Lot. The
value of the damage was $200.
♦ Lakshma R. Muehantula.
College Street, reported on Feb.
14 his cell phone and Big Red
Card stolen from his duffle bag
in the Preston Center. The value
of the theft was $220.

influence of alcohol. She was
released from the Warren
County Regional Jail the next
day on a $798.85 cash bond.
♦ Charles E.lckiah Brown,
Antioch, Tenn.. was arrested o n
Feb. 11 for possession of a
forged parking permit. He was
released from the Warren
County Regional Jail the next

♦ A male, McCormack Hall,
reported on Feb. 14 terroristic
threatening.

Arrests
♦ Amanda Marie Mullen.
120 Hill Ridge Road. was
arrested on Feb. 11 for reckless
driving and dri ing under the
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day on a $ 1.000 unsecured bond.
♦ David
Roger Smith,
Brentwood. Tenn., was arrested
on Feb. 12 for fail ure to illuminate headlig hts and drivi ng
under the influence under 21.
He was released from the
Warren County Regional Jail
the same day on a $ 1,000 unsecured bond.

su,.,.~~8·
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2426 Thoroughbred Drive
Bowling Green, KY 42104

Dunt Get S1tuck

INDIVIDUAL Leases
• MORE Living Space
• MORE Private Space
INDIVIDUAL Storage Space
BLAZING High Speed Internet
FULLY Furnished 3/3 or 4/4 Suites
• INCLUDES Utility Package!
• FREE Shuttle to WKU
Cable AND Internet Included

in the Same lld7
Same Old __ _
TOP OF THE LINE Amenities
2 Tanning Booths
Air Hockey
2 Billiard Tales
Foosba/1 Table
Fitness Facility Sand Volleyball
Movie Theater Basketball Court

...Just to name a few

Private Bathrooms
Private Patios/ Balconies
Office Hou rs:
MON F R I: 9 A . M. - 6P.M.
SAT: 1 0 A. M - S P.M.
S UN : 12 P.M. - S P.M .
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TRIAL:
Venue
change
possible
Former dean faces drug charges
B Y SAM AN TH A H U PM AN

llerald reporter
Martin Ray Houston, former
dean of Ogden College of Science
and Engineering, was arrested
Feb. 9, for possession of cocaine
in lhe ftrst degree, possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia in the first degree.
He was released from the
Warren County Regional Jail the
next day on a $5.()00 unsecured
bond. He was also arraigned on
Feb. 10 and is awaiting grand jury
action, according to the Warren
County C ircuit Court Cle rk's
office.
Houston refused to comment.
He was teaching a biology
class at the Glasgow campu this
semester. according to Top et.
Bowling Green police officers

were dispatched Lo Houston's residence. 2805 Harvest Lane, in
regard to a disturbance. according
to the arrest report. Officers
noticed five crack pipes on the
living room noor. Officer Jamie
Peerce said.
Houston admitted to smoking
crack the night before and consented to a search of his residence. Ofliccrs found 11 .1 grams
of marijuana and a book of rolling
papers during the search. Pcerce
said.
Two other people. Mark
Stefan Kreisler and Charlotte
Curtis, were also at the re~idcncc
when police arrived. Pcerce said.
Kreisler was arrested at the
scene for posse sion of marijuana
and outstanding warrants for trafficking controlled substance
from 1993. according to the

move to Owcnshoro.
Broderick s;ud potential
jurors in Da, iess County ma) be
biased toward the case because
the county borders Hancock
Count}, which is where Autry
was raised.
But Castlen said the ca<,e hasn't received as much coverage in
Daviess County. and an impartial ju!) could be assembled.
Commom\ealth
Attorney

Bowling Green Daily News. He
Autry was raped. sodomized
also admitted to smoking crack and set on fire in her Poland
the previous night. I le was still in Hall dorm room on May 4.
jail at press time.
2003. She died from third
Curtis fled on foot and was , degree burns on May 7 at
arrested later that night at Vanderbilt University Medical
Houston's residence. Peerce said.
Center in Nashville.
Houston was arrested in
Stephen L. Soules of
December of 2003 for opernting a Scottsville pleaded guilty to
motor vehicle under the in0uencc Autry's murder on March 23.
of alcohol, expired re~istration
Under a pica agreement.
plates and no insurance. accord- Soules will receive life in
ing 10 a database at the Warren prison without the possibility of
County Justice Center.
probation or parole.
Houston's employment as a
Soules will also be expected
dean ended in 2002. He was to testify against Goodrum.
replaced by Blaine Ferrell. the
Autry's aunt Virginia White
current dean of Ogden college. said she was surprised when she
Ferrell would not comment on the heard about the second change
incident.
of venue motion.
••If this is the judge's homeReach Samantha Hupman at
town, he would know whether
news@wk11herald.com.
or not he could get an impartial
jury to the case." she said of the

.

Chris Cohron said at the hearing
that it would be difficult to
change the venue ~o close to the
start of the trial.
The attorneys for both sides
couldn't comment on the new
motion because of a gag order
Castlen issued on April 27.
200-t

Reach Ashlee Clark
11ell's@'ll'k11herald.com.
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PLANNING AKIDS PARTY?

REMEMBER:

CHAMBLESS: Reception today
Co

r
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But it isn't only the students
Chambless will miss. She said
she' II miss her co-workers also.
" ot to come to work to see
those people - it's going to take
some getting used to," she said.
Chambless recalled when he
went on a leave of absence for a
year and a half to receive a doctorate from the University of Virginia.
When she returned, people congratulated her on completing her
degree and told her that they
~ her.
" It just impressed upon me how
much people care about other people." she said.
Pam Wilson. Chambless· office
associate, and Ingrid Woods. the
assistant director of Academic
Advising. both said that they
would miss Chambless.
"Dr. Chambless is one of the
most knowledgeable and patient
people I've ever met. and it's been
a real pleasure working with her."
Wilson said.
Woods said that Chambless
might have been one of the university's first female administrators.
"She's probably mentored a lot
of females that she doesn ' 1 know
she's mentored," she said.
A replacement for Chambles!>

GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE AT BOX
OFFICE
SIIOWTIMES
Feb. 18 • Feb. 24

BooJ:c,mnn (PG-13)
12:50, 3:00: 5:10. 7:00. 7:40. 9:50
Being Julia (R)
I :40, 4:10. 7:00. 9:30
~1illion Dollar Bab, (PG-t 3)

12:35, 3:30, 7:05. 10:00

Carla DePoyster/l lerald
After working at Western for 32 years, Cheryl Chambless ,
director of academic advising, is ret iring. "I have a lot of
interests that I would like to purs ue," she said. "The person
I am today I owe largely to Western and t he people I have
met here."

hasn't been announced, Woods
said.
As director of Academic
Advising, Chamblcs~ oversees
O ri e n t a t io n -Adv i sc mc ntRegistration (OAR) and The
Leaming Center. She also provides
academic support services for athletes.
At Western, she earned an
undergraduate degree in business
education. a master's in counseling

Racing Stripes (PG)
1:30.4:20
Sidcnnn (R)
1:10,4:00, 1: t0, 10:00
The A,iator (PG-13)
7:30

and a pecialist's degree in student
personnel services in higher education.
Her first position at Western
was as a graduate assistant in the
admissions office.
A reception for Chambless is
being held today from 2 to 4 p.m.
with remarks at 3 p.m at the Craig
Alumni Center.

Reach Kelly Richardson
11ews@wk11herald.com.

1 he Plrnntom of the Opcr.1(PG-13)

12:40, 3:40. 7:00. 10:00
llilch

(PG-t 3)

12:30, 1:00, 1:30.3: 10. 3:40.
4:10. 6:30, 7:00, 7:30. 9: 10, 9:40. 10:10

at

.. "VETTE CITY L1o·uo·Rs . ...
The electrical upgrade project
on campus will be causing some
more road closings in the upcoming weeks.
From Feb. 2 1-25. the area of
15th Street between Stale Street
and College Street will be closed.
The Science and Technology
Hall parking lot will also be
closed. Contractors will be crossing in front of the entrance to the
parking lot. It will be open to traffic on Feb. 28.
State Street will remain open
during this time.
From Feb. 28 until March 4.
State Street will be closed south
of 15th Avenue. Thompson Lot
and Ogden Drive will be accessible by using Normal Drive and
State Street.
Northbound traffic on Normal
Drive and State Street will be
detoured to Kiss Me Quick Lane.
The intersection of 15th and State
will be open to traffic.
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We Sell For Less.,
USE YOUR
BIG RED CARD

[!119

TO PAY!

$9.98

$10.99

24 pack 12 oz Cans

18 pack 12 oz Cans

West Bowling Green
&WKU Campus

1Jll1'l

781-9494

BUSCH

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

-L 'GHT.-::-::

East Bowling Green

$9.99

$9.99

18 pack 12 oz Bottles

24 pack 12 oz Cans

~~!12

megdplex movie theatre

off Campbell Lane
near Russellville Rd.
782-3 11 2

OFFICE

Because ofWinn -Oi,ie (PG)
12:.lS. I :35, 3:05, 4:05, 5:35,
6:.lS, 7:45, 9:20, 9:55
Are Wt There \ et'! (P<;)
I :30. 4:00. 6:30. 8:45

Constantinc (R)
1:20, 1:50, 4:15, 4:45, 7: 10,
7:40, 10:05, I0:35

Coach C11rt~r (PG-IJ)

Jim Beam

$10.99
$7.99

In C.ood C'nmpan) (PG- 13)

750 ml

750 ml

Seagram's
Gin

Bacardi Rum

$10.99

$7.99

750 ml

750 ml

$16.99

750 ml

750 ml

Four New Flavors Smirnoff Ice

$7.99

The \\edding D:ite (PG-13)
12:30, 2:50. S: Ill. 7:45. 10:20

e sell f o r less.

n•

I
I
1 SS!!S~:: 1
I
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I♦ M1i1!R ifE1llr I
1
1

1
Medium
Large
1
1
1-Topping Pizzas
1-Topping Pizzas

Offer # 145
Addlllon1I Toppings only •1.00 u ch per plz.u.
Deep D,sh s1 axtra per pizza. Explrn S/30105

I
s7w
!y~£!!:.~ 1

I
Offer #135
I
II De<lp
Addltlon■I Topping, only •1.25 Heh per plzu. I
Dllh s1 extra per p,z.za Explru 6130/05 I

I

Medium Pizza
with
up to s Toppings

I

sg~u~

1

I

I
I
Explr91 8/30/0:..J

Offer # 126

Get • Second for Just S6.00 mo,..

r----------T----------,----------7
X-LARGE
MEDIUM
LARGE
I ~

I~~

PIZZA

Extra Large
I 1-Topping Pizza

$8.99

:\1ect the Fockl.'rs (PG-13)
12:50, 3:40, 6:30, 9:20

Pooh's Hclfalump 1\lo~ic (G)
12:45. 2:50. 4:55. 7:00. 9:05

------------y--1♦ J~, I ♦

I

E&J Brandy

1:50, 4:35, 7:20, 10:05

Natiolllll Trc:isun' (PG)
I :00, 4:00, 7:00, I0:00

South Bowling Green

1
1

12:30, 3:45, 7:00, I0:15

Hidl.' and Seek (R)
I :30, 4:30, 7:20, 10:00

650 US 31W Bypass

3901 Scottsville Rd.

Feb 18 - Feb 24
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE AT BOX

7 8 1-6063
7 8 1-1000

- Sa111a111ha Hupman

E

Domino's gladly accepts
Big Red and Dining Dollars.

i

I ~

Deep Dish 11 eJClra per p,zza

I~~

I

I~o/. MEGA DEAt· I
I
2 Medium
I
I
I 1-Topping Pizzas I
s
I
:I s11~! II s11~.?~ !I
I
I
I~~ DOUBLES

Lar;: lizza
1

up to

Toppings

sg!~
r----------T----------•----------,
DELIVERY
PIZZA
PIZZA
I
I
II

1.~.
I "+J

I
I
I

i

Offer # 149

AddlUonal Topping• only 11.50 Heh.
Hand Tossed Crust only. Expt,., S/30/05

.

·

SPECIAL

Large .
1-Topping Pizza
Delivered!

Offer #158

Offer # 122

Addlllon1I Topping, s1.oo Heh par plzu.
Deep D,ah s1 extra per plna Explrn 8/30105

Get• Second for Juat se.oo more.

1.~.
1
1

I~ .

I
I
I
I

&

2-LITER

Medium
1-Topping Pizza &
2-Liter Coke•

Deep Dish s1 extra per plua Expire, 1113010: J

• •~.
I~ .:
& STIX
I
I Large 1-Topping Pizza
I PLus vouRCH0ICE0FEITHER

I

I
I
I
I Cinna Stix•or Cheesy Bread I

s9~~ II sg~~ II Sll~! I
L
----------·----------·---------I
I

Offer #118

Addltton■I Topping• only 11.25 ■■ch.
Add 11 for Deep Dish Crust. Expire, 11130/05

I

Offer # 128

■■ch.

Addltlonal Toppln111 only s1.oo
Add 11 for Deep o,sh Crusl Explr■a 8/30/05

I

Offer # 130 / 131

Addlllon1I Toppln111 only 11.25 Heh.
Add 11 for Deep Dish Crust Expire■ 8/30/05J

I
I

Contaob

OPINION

"Congress shall make 110 law . ..
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First A111e11d111e11t. U.S. Co11s1i111tio11

Editor Shaw11taye Hopkins:
edi1or@wk11herald.co111
News Editor Lindsey Reed:
11ews@wk11herald.com
Opinion E<litor Joanie Baker:
herald@wk11herald.com
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Editorial

Make excuses to go to games, not to avoid them
It has been mentioned before that there is a problem wi th attendance at home basketball games. Before we started to point fingers
and look down our noses at people for being fair-weather fans or
apathetic to yet another campus activity, we looked at our own
nine-member editorial board. We realized that there were only
three of us who attended basketball games regularly; they were
either current or former members of the sports staff and two of
those three admitted to not going regularly.
Immediately the excuses started flyi ng: ·'Well I had homework
and a test the next day,'· " I
was working on someth ing
Thela&ael
for the paper," and " l have a
Attendence to basketball
job, l barely have time to
games is low partly
sleep much less go to a
because of student partic- game." Wow. I f our tin y
ipation, excuses.
board of student editors is
just a small representation of
Our Vlewl We under- what the rest of the campus
stand students are
thinks and is saying. it is not
surprising that J,000 seats sit
busy, but maybe with
without a butt to warm them
some incentives,
at
most home games.
they ' ll come to games.
But once upon a time, say
five years ago, students
seemed to pack Diddle
Arena. Jim Cope, director of ticket operations. said that there have
only been about two or three sell-outs i n the past three to four years
and that season ticket sales for the general public have gone down
l Opercent this year from last year. So w hat's the deal ? People used
to have jobs and homework but would find excuses to avoid them
in order 10 go to the game instead of the other way around.
We feel that perhaps many studen ts just don 't take Hilltopper
basketball any more seriously than a high school team because
they're no t in the top 25 and haven't had any big opponents on their
schedule. Cope said he predicts that with the team improving and

Van Morrison, orange juice, and basketball ...
I'm writing this letter for two reasons: one positive and another, a slight criticism. So let's start off with a happy no te
Every morning I frequent Java City, either for an Odwalla
( which I highly recommend, the orange juice is the be t) or for a
coffee. However, the beverages, though delicious, are not the reason I'd like to complement the establishment. Every morning the
music gets better and better. What bencr way is there to start your
day than with a tall coffee and "Baba O'Riley,'' "Brown-Eyed
Girl," and "Build M c Up Buttercup" coming from the speakers, all
within ten m\nutes. Bravo. Java City, don't change a thing.
On a sour note. I'd like to mcmion to K eith Farner that l support
Western sports.
·
H owever. I haven't been to the two games you've gi ven me a
guilt trip about not attending. I think Western students would l ike
to fill up Diddle with chants of " DEFENSE!" However, if anyone
out there is l ike mc ... l just don't have the time. I don't have enough
hours in the day to do what I want. I barely have time to breathe
in between classes and work, much less go to a game which,
believe me. I would love to go to. I hit myself in the face for not
attending the buzzer beater against UNT. but where was I?

....-::::

big names like Vi rginia and Georgia on the schedule, ticket sales
w ill be mobbed next year.
Cope al so said only about 850 students showed up to the game
last Thursday. G ames are on T hursdays, students are here pack ing their bags to go home the next day, they could go. Games are
free. M ost students don 't realize that they already paid $ l 02 in
athletics fees to go 10 those games, but still, they don' t go.
T hough we couldn' t decide among ourselves w hat it would
take to get us to Diddle, we did manage to come up w ith a few
suggestions.
♦ Don' t air the games live. Surely there are several students
who would leave the comforts of their paj ama pants or BW 3 's to
come out to the game for no other reason than to see who w ins
before it's aired.
♦ Darrin H orn could get a little more invol ved w ith the students w ho don ' t wear j erseys. Coach D avid El son makes personal vi sits to the Greek houses and inv ites members to come
support his team. Even D ennis Felton used to send students emai l s asking them to come to the game. Horn 's extent o f inter action is pointing to the student section before the game starts.
♦ Ser ve, oh we hate to say it, alcohol. As pathetic as even we
admit it is, serving alcohol w ill have those hard red benches in the
stands deeper with students than the ones on the sideline.
It's not that students don' t have red towel s, because Western
issues them to new students like the military i ssues uniforms to
new so ldier s. It 's no t because it's too expensi ve, because most
students think they go to the games for free. A nd it's not
because the athletic m arketing department i sn ' t getti ng the
word out on the radio, ad verti sements and by flyers. It's our
(and that inc ludes us) own excuses we have to get around supporting our own team, but a few incenti ves never hurt any thing.
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This editorial represem s the majority opinion of the Herald's
nine-member board of student editors.

Dayton, Ohio on business. So, kindly ease up a l ittle, K eith, we're
a busy campus.

Alex Hall
Alvaton, sophomore

Thank you.

Joshua Collins
Speaker of the S111de11t Sena te

Animals abused at rodeo
Continue push for faculty evaluations
M y name is Joshua Collins. and I am the current Speaker of the
Student Senate. I am al o one o f the student members of the
University Senate.
I headed the push for student access to the faculty evaluations.
It seems that the students I have encountered haven't really heard
the arguments and don't know where the plan. stands. They don't
even know what the University Senate is or why they voted down
the idea.
We feel that access to evaluations is a right that is being denied
to our students. All across our tate. every other public institution
has some sort o f access for their students. But not here at Western.
Students should be made aware.
I would like to get this done as soon as possible.

Jane H igdon's gut reaction to cal f roping and other rodeo events
in w hich animals arc thrown 10 the ground is spot on: these gentle
animals face terror and torment at the hands o f the cowboy
( "Rodeo ropes in local crowd " 2/1 5/05).
Animals used in rodeos buck, kick and run in response to electric prods, sharp purs, and ropes tied around their sensitive stom ach and groin areas. They often suffer intern al bleeding and broken
bones, and calves used in roping are particularly at risk for head
and neck injuries from being lassoed and thrown to the ground like
rag dolls. M any animals are eventually euthanized due to their
inj uries. and those who survive arc "retired" to the slaughterhouse.
For a crash course on rodeo cruelty. visit BuckThcRodeo.com.

Heidi Renee Jury, Norfolk, Va
Staff Writer, People for the Ethical Treat111e11t of Animals

Long Knights taught me about being a true fan

Beth Wilberding
Long before I began my career at Western, I
worshipped a different red and white - those of
the Knights at Bcllar minc Universi ty in
L ouisville. And during the last 20 seasons, I was
schooled in basketball at K nights' H al l.
Well, actually. I learned about basketball during the l ast decade. Before turning I 0. I had never
really had an interest in sports. A t that time,
K nights' Hall represented playing in empty classroom s, serving soft drinks in the Booster room
and shooting hoops on the gym floor after the
game was over.

But then I matured. l realized it was more
exciting to watch the action on the court than to
sit in the bleachers and read or draw - or to have
my father yell at me for
playi ng under the stands.
I rejected my friends
and their need to play
school, house or some
other game of the imagination. I was finally
more interested in the
game on the hardwood.
Tt was i n Knights' H all
that I learned about l ane
violations, charges and
turnovers. M ore importantly.
though.
Bellarmine basketball
taught me about how to be a fan.
A s the dependent of a Bellam1ine season ticket holder, I have witnessed many a loss in
K nights' Hall. While the L ady Knights· al ways

Sitting in my section surrounded by the usual crowd
of fellow season ticket
holders, I've learned to love
ateam that is never quite
as good as you want them

to be.

ops a nd Bottoms •••
. , . - / To M cDonald's and Taco Bell for taking
our credit/debit cards. lt 's about Lime.

YJ

To vending machines not taking our credit/
debit cards yet.

YJ

To the NHL being the first North American
profe sionaJ sports league not to have a season. Guys. they tore the wall down a long
time ago. who w ill we watch get bloody
noses?

. , . - / L ady Topper Baskctbal l...still undefeated in
2005 and Sun Belt play... nothing else matters.
To the Express in the mall closi ng. With one
less good store around now everyone will
be wearing the same thing.

who sit near me having been coming to games
since before I was born. They taught me the proper way of heckling the referees and harassing the
opposing players. I sit w ith an animated group
who feel something that bandwagon fans of "better" teams w ill never feel - the true love o f a
team.
Because the true fans of a basketball team
aren't the ones who are there when the teams is
24-0, or even 12- 12. The best fans are the ones
who w ill trek to the gym on a cold January
eveni ng knowi ng the game w ill probably end in a
loss. But you love the team anyway. During my
adolescence, Knights· Hall was a second home to
me from ovember to Febru ary. So thank you to
the few and proud fans at K nights' Hall and the
Bcllarminc basketball team for teaching me
about the real love of the game.

seem to dominate Great Lakes Valley Conference
play, the Knight's have been struggling for years.
They've come close to. and even had a couple
w inning seasons in the last
few years, but they've never
had a stellar ea on that 1 can
remember.
I 've sat through many losses. Sometimes they were
heartbreaking losses. such as
the time the K nights' near ly
came back from a 30-point
hal f-time deficit against their
conference foes, K entuck y
Wesleyan. to lose by just
three. Other times, they just
lost.
ormally to Wesleyan.
It's expected.
Sitting i n my section surrounded by the usual
cro wd o f fellow season ticket holders, I' ve
learned how to love a team that is never quite as
good as you want them to be. M ost o f the people

Beth Wilberding is a j unior news editorial from
Louisville.
The views e.,,pressed in this commentary are not
the views of the Herald or the university.
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used a ladder extending from a
truck to shoot water inside the
building.
For precautionary reasons, a
security guard is spending the
night there until the insurance
investigation is complete.
Lemox II is owned by the
Nebraska Book Company, a
national book company based
in Lincoln, Neb. NBC has four
locations in Kentucky. IL owns
both Lcmox stores in Bowling
Green as well as one in
Richmond and Louisville.
Attempt!. to reach the NBC
for comment Wednesday were
unsuccessful.
Money from the ca!>h registers and a safe inside the store
had been retrieved by Tuesday
afternoon. Hall said.
The books didn't catch fire,
but there was smoke and water
damage.
"It was roaring in the attic
and almost never got down to
where the books were." he said.

Ting Chang, the owner of
the property for the last 13
years who leases it to Lcmox,
was disappointed but also ready
to move on.
"We'll build it back. and it'll
be bigger and better than ever."
he said.
Chang added the new structure will be more modem. and
the fire wasn't good in the short
term, but it will be better for the
building in the long term.
The store will be back to
normal by May when it buys
textbooks back from Western
students. Hall said.
Although he was downtrodden at the loss. Hall said if there
was a good time for the seasonal business to sustain a fire, it
was in February and not during
their busy months o f January,
May, August and December.
"We know we've got to get it
back fairly quick for nobody to
lose any real money." Hall said.

Reach Keith
Famer
11ews@wk11hera/d.co111.

at

Photo hy Julie Britnell
Smoke pours from the Lemox II bookstore as fire spreads inside at 8:15 a.m. on Tuesday.

City debates baseball team
BY BOSS Y H A RRELL

Herald reporter
Minor league baseball is one
step closer to finding its way
downtown.
After heated discussion
Tue day. the city comm1ss1on
voted 3-2 to continue planning
for a minor league baseball stadium in Bowling Green.
City commissioners Brian
Strow and Dclanc Simpson voted
against the plan. A final vote is
set for April I9.
The Play Ball! '05 committee brought its proposal before
the commission last week.
S ix blocks of downtown
property would be transformed
into business and residential
space in addition to the stadium,
under the commillce's plan.
Condominiums and a hotel arc

also included in the plan.
SkyPAC and the proposed
Circus Square property would
not be included.
The city will need state legislators to decide on two routes
to authorize funds for the project - creating a special sports
facility taxing district or operating through the state tourism
office.
Strow, an assistant econo mics professor at Western, said he
didn't think the city received
more than 25 percent of its reve nue from out of state, a
tourism office requirement.
City commissione r Mark
Alcott said he spoke to House
Speaker Jody Richards. DBowling Green. about the project. Richards said the legislature
probably won't d iscuss the plan
this session. Alcott said.

Tuesday's decision doesn't
require the commission to commit any of the proposed $ 12
million cost o f the stadium,
Strow said.
Amo ng the projects suggested to help downtown redevelopment, Play Ball's proposal
was the best one so far, he said.
Instead of fundi ng the ballpark, Strow said he wants to
spend a surplus from past tax
increases on city improvements
for roads and the police and fire
departments.
He also said he couldn't support a plan that might involve
the use of eminent domain for
private use.
Eminent domain is used to
acquire property from owners
by buying them out at a fair
market value.
The stadium and adjacent

(Vice President for Information Technology)

Dr . Richard Kirchmeyer
and the Directors of the IT Division to discuss the following matters...

I

!Telephone services
!Networking Matters

~ ~

ITV Cable in resident halls

~J~:. .

ITopNet

--.&./

jComputer labs &
IStudent.Technologv. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ..1FREE

Pizza
Drinks
Dessert

4-6pm Monday,
M arch 7, 2005
Please reply via email to studentfocusgroup@wku.edu
by MARCH 1, 2005 if interested. Include your full
name, classification, and your major.

property will be owned by private investors before the stadium is transferred to the city.
Simpson said he declined the
proposal because of negative
response by local residents.
Mayor Elaine Walker said
she has wanted the league since
she bought season tickets.
She said she believes the city
would benefit from the revenue
from the baseball park including the hotel and other accompanying properties.
Alcott said he wasn't sure if
the project would go ahead at
this point. but he wanted to support downtown redevelopment.
"I don't want all redevelopment to stop because of the
baseball team," he said.

Reach Bobby Harrell
11ews@wk11herald.co111.

at

Funding urged
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Among the representative~
SGA will meet include Rob
Wilkey. D-Scottsville. and
Stephen Nunn. R-Glasgow.
Wilkey said the main problem with Fletcher's tax modcmi.lation plan is that it's revenue
neutral. Although it takes a
broader range of people into the
tax base. it reduces the tax rate.
Any plan that doesn't
increase revenue cannot support a governme nt already projecting a deficit or an education
system already asking for more
money, he said.
But education already makes
up 60 percent of the budget.
Wilkey said.
"Rather than cut taxes to create jobs. we need to be more
responsible to not cut taxes, but

to let that extra revenue come in
and let that additional money
go to education." he said.
Nunn said that because of
the poor state of higher education funding. universities are
passing the bills on to students
through tuition hikes.
But education funding will
continue to suffer unless the
state increases revenue by raising taxes, he said.
"It looks pretty bleak right
now. as everything is with the
budget." 'unn said.
Wilkey said that although
the rally brought some attention
to funding higher education,
legislators were already aware
of the problem.

Reach Aml,er Coulter
11ews@wk11herald.co111.

wtiy ao couples break up?
find out

thursday
8:30 pm
tate page
auditorium

c ru

I'm a student and a Plasma Donor
Name: Jamie Hammonds
Class: Junior, WKU
Major: Elementary Education
Why donate Plasma?
I donate plasma because not only does it
benefit other people but I get paid for it too!

Earn up to $170/mo. donating plasma in a friendly place.

Bowling Green Biologicals LLC (270) 793-0425
410 Old Morgantown Road - Bowling Green, KY 42101
DCIPLASMA.com

at
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A little Financial Aid from

the family-owned supermarket
you're guaranteed to love.
~-

.

- ~- -- - - - - -

Every Monday, bring your WKU student or faculty I.D. to your
E.W. James & Sons Supermarket and learn why people throughout
the Southeast have enjoyed shopping with us for more than 70 years.
You'll save big and see some familiar faces-including the pharmacist
you already know and trust. So stop by and shop with us every
Monday and find out how nice it is to shop with family.

'
E.\v. JAMESiSONS
Now open in this fqrmer Winn-Dixie Location:
1640 Scottsville Road, Bowling Green, KY. 42101

270.782.5003
Beer and Tobacco are excluded in the 5% off. See store for details.

Co
Eighh;-five percent of African
America11 students graduated from
the Ulliversity of VirgiHia, the ltighest graduation rate in the nation.

Diversions Editor Amber North:
features@wkuherald.com
Assitant Photo Editor Hunter Wilson:
photo@wkuherald.com

diversions
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Writer plans
to marry
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JUST SAYIN'
Amber Norch-Galifianakis

•

The thing that always burns me deeply inside is
when someone who is extremely talented doesn't get
the proper recognition he or she deserves.
You have cats like Paris Hilton. Steve-O or
Ashton Kutcher who get rich for being extreme
idiots, but some people with the actual talents have
to scrape burnt spagheui noodles to feed themselves.
Comic genius Zach Galifianakis is the prime
example of this. I must say that he is truly the sunshine of my life, and 1 plan to marry him soon.
I was first introduced Lo him my senior year in
high school when he had his show, "Late World with
Zach" on VHI in 2002.
I'll admit. I was a little reluctant because a) it was
a late show on V HI. meaning he wasn't good
enough to go on network; b) his last name was hard
to pronounce; and c) why?
But I opted to watch the first show. anyway. It
aired at IO p.m. Central time, and 1 had an hour and
a half to kill before Conan.
Anyway. my interest piqued once I continued to
watch the show. He ended his shows with his guest
stars by playing the piano and cracking jokes. The
guests laughed, I laughed - we were all happy.
What I loved about his shows were his interviewing techniques, such as interviewing them from trash
cans or on the subway. like he did to Ed Norton.
Alas, his show was canceled. They never gave it
a freakin' chance. man! It was a horrible moment in
my life.
I thought there was no justice in this world until
I ran into a comedy routine he did on Comedy
Central the following year.
His routines are hilarious. He's one of those
comedians whose joke you hear , and you're like.
"Huh? That makes no sense." But then a few hours
later, you repeat the joke to your friends and then
laugh hysterically once you finish telling it.
That routine was possibly one of my Top Five
all-time favorites. He'll say random things or ask
random questions while playing his Richard Marxesque melody.
I think that's what all comedians should do, anyway. Eddie Murphy should've done his "Raw" and
"Delirious" specials by s macking a tambourine off his
hip after every joke and saying, "Oooh, I'm so crazy!"
C'mon - it'd be genius!
Example of Zach's greatness: "Why is it O.K. for
a woman to say. 'I'm going out with my girlfriend,'
and they hold hands on their way to the mall and
s uch, but if I say, 'Me and my boyfriend are going to
go shopping with our fanny packs. everyone
assumes that ['ma gay - that's right, 'a' gay."'
I laughed for 15 minutes after hearing that. In
fact, I look a break from writing just to wipe the
tears from my eyes.
And then he says something ridiculously off the
wall such as. "My sister has multiple personalities,
and when she calls me. my caller l.D. blows up."
And then he stops, thinks about how silly it was and
goes on to the next joke.
So all my praises boil down to one question: why
isn't he known by everyone by now? This guy's great.
I was really sad when my friend who auends
Middle Tennessee State University told me he came
to their school last year. I wanted to cry.
So hear me out, Western: the quicker you work on
bringing Zach. the quicker I'll be able to tie the knot.

Gather 'round, children. Visit ::,achgalifia1wkis.co111.
You'll see the light.
Amber North is the Herald fea111res editor and
humor columnist. Reach her at fea111res@wkuherald.co111.
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racism:

years later
Dream
and
Reality

Students address racism on campus
Most students agree
racism still goes on
B Y NATASHA ALLEN

Herald reporter
His death, pronounced just after 8 p.m. on
April 6, 1968, will dim his wife's eyes.
11 will stonewall the minds of his fou r children who, for years, will struggle 10 understand
why their father's hands no longer fuel swing
sets in city parks.
It will bring a congregation and the better
part of a divided nation to its knees.
It is an event that punctuated the being of a
man began Jan. 15, 1929, in the upstairs bedroom of a Sweet Auburn, Atlanta home. But his
life outlived his body - forever superseded by
progressive ideals.
And his name, Martin Luther King Jr., is
now synonymous with dreams.
1\vo hundred seventy five miles north, at a
university then-called Western Kentucky
Teacher's College, it will drive a group of s tudents 10 the streets in tribute of this 39-year-old
man killed by his legendary devotion to the
idea that he and his assassin deserved to live as
brothers in a nation of equal opportunity.
According to the April JI, 1968 edition of

the College Heights Herald, a g roup of about
75 students - mostly black - participated in
a song and prayer-fi lled demonstration at
Western's stadium after news of King's death
hit national airwaves.
But for the most part, the response from
students at this predominately white school
was small - smaller than that of many other
American universities - and the discrepancy
was noticed.

"In an "deaI

" In the form of
memorial services
I
(King's) eminency
was recognized, as
colleges and univerCO
YOU
sities throughout the
United States paid
,,
30
tribute to this noble ,,
man," Steve Ealey
-Ben Elli$
and
Rosemary
Gohagan,
thenHall Director al Polan
Western s tudents,
wrote in a letter to
the editor published a week after King's assassination. "We had hoped Western. too, would
follow this tradition of giving honor to whom
honor is due."
"This did not happen. The only sounds emitted in this regard were superficial sighs and
trite platitudes. [n short. the university, from
our observations, appeared to be couched in its'

world, you would
I
d
see Or an
would embrace

indifference."
Western has changed.
Jt changed, as did the rest of America. But
those changes took a lot of time. And even today,
roughly four decades later, more is necessary.
In a recent event titled "Racism: the
Unspoken Barriers," about 70 Western students
discussed questions they had pertaining to race
and current racial s tereotypes in the auditorium
of Tate Page Hall.
For Nashville junior Tim Gray, a resident
assistant at Barnes-Campbell, and other coordinators of the program, it seemed their biggest
goal for the evening was for students to talk
openly about what they would otherwise keep
to themselves or back away from in everyday
situations.
And they did.
When asked roughly an hour into the program, nearly every person present raised a
hand to admit they've laughed at a racist joke.
Coordinators of the program conducted a
urvey in seven of Western 's residence halls.
Out of the 600 responses they received, 74 percent of studentS said racism exists on this campus. Of the 26 percent who said it did not exist
on campus, 70 percent were white and 17 percent
were black.
SH
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'Virgins' win first ever Sex Fued
Event kicks off Sexual
Responsibility Week
BY TA V l A GRE EN

Herald reporter

Melanie Blc111di11g!Herald
"Yeah Amber! Go Amber!" Louisville freshman Ebony Lee, left, and Radcliff

freshman Stephanie Russell cheer on their dormmate Tuesday night at the
Sex Feud. TopperWell hosted the event in DUC theater as part of their
Sexual Responsibility events this week.

The student's hands punched on the
buzzers in response to questions about
STDs, sex, love and relationships.
1\vo teams of fi ve students face off
in the first Sex Feud. About 62 students attended the event as part of
Sexual Responsibility Week hosted
by TopperWell last night.
It was the "Virgins" versus the
"AcLives," and all players looked at the
board anticipating what the urvey said.
Near the final moments of the

game. tension was thick as the
"Actives" huddled fervently d iscussing the final answer to the question, "How many dates should two
people go on before having sex?"
In the end the "Virgins" prevailed
and each member walked away with
DVD players in hand.
"We try to do something fun and
educational at the same time," said
Joe Moran, host of the game and coadviser of TopperWell. "It's the best
way to educate and not just preach."
Kathryn
Steward,
Health
Education coordinator, said Sexual
Responsibility Week was originated
by BACCHUS & GAMMA, which is
an organized program on college
campuses that brings about awareness
of the sexual health issues that help

students make more responsible decisions when it comes Lo sex.
On Valentine's Day, free oral HIV
testing, condoms and information o n
sexual health was given to students.
Games such as dart balloons and sexual Wheel of Fortune were played.
Sexual Responsibility Week has
been occurring at Western for several
years and has been a hands-on program
for the past four years, Steward said.
In the past, they have held events
such as date auctions to provide a
healthy way for students to meet without involving alcohol and parties.
Steward said that 80 percent of
first sexual encounters involve the use
of alcohol.
S EC S EX
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Western making
progress toward equality
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" I was surprised so many
people said it didn't exist,''
Nashville freshman Britney
Syler said of the results.
"Especial) y that 17 percent of
the people who said racism didn't exist were black. because I
would've expected all blacks to
say there was some.
"1 wasn't surprised that a
significant amount of the people who said no were white,
because a lot of white people
don't want to admit it's there."
Several of the students came
with apparent concerns. Craig
Burton, a Campbellsville sophomore and RA at Pearce-Ford
Tower, for example, said he has
been "denied respect" in his
dorm by black students because
he was white.
" ln an ideal world. you
would see color and you would
embrace it," said Ben Ellis, hall
d irector at Poland. " People feel
like they have to change who
they are to fit in with a group of
people who are different from
them."
Several of the students said
they had witnessed this type of
isolating behavior in facets of
Western.
" For the most part, whites
are still with whites and blacks
arc sti ll with blacks," said
Frankfort senior Scott Ashburn,
a religion and communication
studies major. "And to me, it
just seems like a lot of times we
u e skin color to not get into the
real issue of culture."
Although the number of
African American facu lty has
increased every year since
I999, based on fall 2003 statistics from Western 's institutional
research department, the university employs more than
2,000 people - 85 percent of
whom
are
white.
nonHispanics; only 6 percent arc
black.

In addition. fall 2004 estimates indicate nearly 16,000
white non-Hispanic students
are enrolled at Western. compared to fewer than 1,500 black
students.
Gary Hook, a senior history
major who has many interracial
friendships, said he thinks there
arc significant dangers that
accompany such a lack of
diversity.
"We're all connected,'' he
said. "And we all have something to offer each other."
Will McConnick. a senior
broadcasting major. agrees.
He was one of several students who signed a petition last
April when Soul Grooves. a
two-hour span of airtime dedicated to predominately African
American-produced music on
Western 's
radio
station
Revolution 91.7. was dropped
from the rotation.
It was only when the
Christian music program that
replaced it didn't work out that
the station returned the show.
"This campus has a real
problem integrating stuff like
student activities.'' McConnick
said. "A lot of Limes it's pretty
much just a white thing or j ust a
black thing. But I think things
are not proportioned out correctly in regular society. not just
at Western."
John Hardin, assistant to the
provost for diversity enhancement and associate history professor, said in many ways
Western was slow in becoming
desegregated.
And Hardin said, much like
this nation. Western faces many
challenges in its efforts to
address issues of ethnic diversity.
The Committee on Equal
Opportunities - which monitors how well institutions have
implemented The Kentucky

Plan for Equal Opportunities
for the U.S. Department of
Education's Office for Civi l
Rights - visited Western last
April and fou nd the university
has steadily progressed in
reaching Kentucky's outlined
objectives.
The committee reported that
in recent years, Western has
employed a number of initiatives, all positively impacting
the recruitment and enrollment
of black swdents, but noted student retention and graduation
remained a challenge.
The committee was also
concerned Western won't reap
the full benefit of its efforts
"because of the lack of effective
and consistent communication
among administration, faculty.
staff and students."
Still, overall the university is
trying to improve diversity.
Black graduate and undergraduate enrollment, for example, has
increased since 1998.
McConnick said he hopes
the trend continues.
''Theoretically, you come to
college to experience different
people, different races, different
religions, to make you a more
well
rounded
person,"
McCormick explained. "And
unless people step outside o f
their comfort zones or whatever
confines them, then it's hard for
you to think on a broader level
and you're not going to grow as
an individual.
"Forget the degree, forget all
that nonsense - you need to
grow as a person and when you
meet and interact with other
people, stereotypes get broken
down and you actually get to
the core of humanity."

Reach Natasha Allen
at features@wkuherald.com.
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Baseball

Western set for home opener
B Y J AK E MITCHELL

Herald reporter
When Western plays its home
opener tomorrow against St.
Louis, a lot w ill need to change.
The first order of business will
be to remove construction equipment from Denes Field.
Construction crews worked
late into Tuesday eveni ng to
assure that the stadium ·s new
scoreboard will be ready tomorrow.
Daktroniks, the company who
produced the scoreboard, has
done many projects similar to
Denes Field's. The Brookings,
S.D. based company has worked
for many NFL teams as welJ as
baseball, basketball and the 2002
Winter Olympics.
The new scoreboard is scheduled to be finished j u!>t in time for
the Toppers to host the Billikcns

(0-0) at 2 p.m. tomorrow.
to hang the remaining piece .
When the construction ceases,
"'That's the absolute deadline," said Scott Whittington, the Toppers (0-3) will work on
Daktronik's director of operation. getting their first win of the new
"lf it rains, we·re going to have to season.
deal with it."
.
After going winless last weekThe new scoreboard will fea- end in the Coca-Cola Classic, the
ture a display capable of running team will face a Billiken club that
pictures and videos. Whittington went 14-41 last season.
said.
After struggling with runners
The players couldn't help but on base last weekend, Western
notice the improvements.
worked heavily on advancing
" We're trying to keep up with runners and on sacrifice bunts.
everybody else," senior first
" We got a lot of stuff done
baseman Marcus Ross said. "I today," Ross said. " We can't
j ust hope my face doesn't end up afford to make the same mistakes
on there."
as last weekend."
Whittington said the display
Coach Joel Murrie said St.
will be used for keeping track of Louis plays a fast-paced game.
stats and running advenisements. and he will look for his team to
The cost of the operation, p atch up the errors that cost them
including installation, was about last week.
$100.000. Whittington said.
The Toppers practiced on Reach Jake Mitchell at
Tuesday while crews attempted · sporrs@wkuherald.com.

SEX: TopperWell will host future events
The events were funded by
H ealth Ser vices, TopperWell
Peer Health Education. Student
Government Associ ation and
the state.
Steward said the week is
needed because w hen students
get in college they face decisions they didn't face in the
past.
•··we encourage students not
to have an " it's-no big-deal, itfeels-good-so-do-i t altitude. a
live-in- the-moment type of
things," Steward said.
She said it's a good way to
confront
issues
during
Valentine's
week
when

romance is being discussed.
The week stresses abstinence.
" We want to give students
courage to be abstinent,"
Steward said. " There is more
abstinence on campus than one
would think.''
The top three STDs on campus arc chlamydia. herpes and
genital warts.
TopperWell w ill continue
hosting Sexual Responsibility
Week and hope to move people to change their attitude and
behavior when it comes to sex.
" They may realize that they
are worth taki ng care of,"
Steward said.

Students seemed to enjoy
the events and learned a lot.
L ebanon
sophomore
Amber D o wns, who was a
w inner in Sex Feud, said that
sex i s still a taboo subject that
people are ashamed to talk
about, but Sex Responsibility
Week is needed because people need to be informed about
the pos i ble dow nfall of being
irresponsible when it comes to
the subject.
Even the team players who
didn 't win walked away with
a smile on their face.

Reach Tavia Green
at Jeawres@wk11herald.co111.

► Bne
Deadline looming
for art exhibition
The deadline to send in entry
forms to be in this year's
USBank Celebration of the A rts
Open A rt Exhibition is 4:30
p.m.· tomorrow.
Completed forms and the

non-refundable $ 10 fee should
be sent to Donna Parker at the
K entucky Library and Museum.
T he exhibit i s open 10
Kentucky residents 18 years or
older who live w ithin a 65-mile
radius of Bowling Gree n. The
competition is from M arch 6Apri I 10 at the Kentucky

Museum.
A maxi mum of two works
may be submitted in these categories: painting, watercolor,
works on paper. fiber arts,
ceramics, sculpture and photography.

- Amber North
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TONIGHT. FEB. 11th
Hilltoppers vs.
Arkansas-Little Rock
7 PM in Diddle Arena

2004-2005 STUDENT ID SPECIALS
• Show Your Student ID • Order by Number
• Must Be Currently Enrolled at WKU

Help the Hilltoppers
Defend Diddle in a National
Television game on

------

11::::lr"'I I ,~Full Court!

SATURDAY. FEB. 19th
Hilltoppers vs. Bradley
4 PM in Diddle Arena
COMING HOME 2005
A Celebration of the 1980's!

OPEN LATE on Friday and Saturday Until 1 A.M. !

BIG·RED
SPECIAL

5']99

Medium 12" 1-Topping Pizza Plus
One 20oz. Pepsi - Pan, Thin 'NCrispy or Hand Tossed

HILLTOPPER DEAL
VALID SAT.. SUN. & MON. ONLY
Free Pepsi 2-Liter with Purchase of
X-Large 16" 1-Topping Pizza

LARGE 1-TOPPING.
5 BREADSTICKS
AND PEPSI 2-LITER

5999
51199

Large 14" 1-Topping Pizza, 5 Breadsticks and
2-Liter of Pepsi - Pan, Thin 'NCrispy or Hand Tossed

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
VALID 10 P.M. - CLOSE
Large 14" 1-Topping Pizza - Pan, Thin 'NCrispy or Hand Tossed

THURSDAY PARTY
NIGHT SPECIAL
VALID THURSDAYS OHLY

WKU Students FREE with ID

5899
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REDSHIRT: Marshall has earned respect

WKUHERALD.
CO:tv1

of her. She still partic ipates in most practice drills and says he r shoulder has gouen
better the more she shoots.
During games, Marshall is never far
from the action. Sitting between the coaches. she's usually the biggest cheerleader on
the bench. Her eyes never wander from the
action on the court.
Ma rshall got her seat between the
coaches at the Fun in the Sun Tournament
in Cancun, Mex ico in mid-December.
After the loss to Missouri-Kansas C ity
in the first of two games, Cowles suggested that Marshall sit with her a nd the other
assistant coaches.
" We wanted Charlotte to continue to
learn the game and listen to what's going
on;' Cowles said. "'She ·s been very vocal
duri ng games and she does what she can to
stay a part of the team."
Marshall is constantly pulling teammates
aside to e ncourage and help them. During a
timeout at Western's ri valry game with
Middle Te nnessee on Feb. 3, she pulled
aside senior guard Camryn Whitaker.

SOFTBALL:
r.n

"

UF n

UII

,~,£

Before coming to the Hill. Lawson
was an assista nt coach at Ma ry land for
seven seasons. Alo ng w ith Coach G ina
LaMandre. Lawson he lped turn the
Terrapin progra m into a winne r.
Lawson left Ma ry land to become president of the New Eng la nd Softball
Academ y w here she he lped run dai ly
activities.
Lawson said coming to Western was
an easy tra nsition.
" l like it a lo t here," she said. "The
fac ilities a re g reat a nd the athletic
depa rtment is very suppo rtive of the program."
Lawson is not the o nly o ne w ho th inks
the coaching tra nsitio n has been easy.
Senior o utfie lde r Renita Pe nnington said
Lawson ·s presence has he lped the team
become better.
" It's defi nite ly a ste p up,'' she said.
"The team is mo re disciplined. T he drills
arc mo re educatio na l, and Coach Lawson
approaches things diffe re ntly than we
have in the past. I wish I had four more

Do YOU?_____

as the Hilltonners battle in the
Sun Belt Conterence Tournament
No timeouts needed.
1922 Russellville Rd.
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years to play under her."
Pennington is one of the key
returnees, along with teammates Shelly
Floyd and Bailey Rolfs. With the loss of
the big bat of Riley Garcia. Pennington
feels that leading by example il> the best
way to help her teammates.
"There is no way you can replace Riley
Garcia:· Pennington said. "I am just going
to play my own game and try 10 be a physical leader and set a good example for the
rest of the team to follow...
The Lady Toppers are not getting much
respect from the Sun Belt coaches. Western
was picked to finish last in the Sun Belt preseason coaches· poll.
Western returns 12 letterwinncrs including six starters from last season's 35-23
squad.
Junior pitcher Adrienne Lathrop had a
16-9 record last season. She said she does
not feel any pressure coming into this season.
·' ( feel like we have a deep pitching
staff." Lathrop said. "I feel confident that
all five of us will be equal contributors. I

just try to do m) best. The defense I have
behind me is the best in Kentucky, so that
takes a lot of the preswrc off me."
The Lady Toppers will host the Sun
Belt Conference Tournament in May, but
will play the majority of their games on
the road.
··we have to win on the road as well as
at home,'' Lathrop said. ··we have to go
into every game with the same mindset.
If each player performs to their potential.
then we can win any game."
Pennington said she feels that being
placed so low in the Sun Belt preseason '
poll will be the motivating factor to put ,
the team over the edge.
Our conference is tough.1' she said.
"However. l expect we will do wel l in the
Sun Belt. We have a good defense and
strong pitching. but we have to execute
offensively when we need to. As long as
we keep the runs down and generate
offense. we will be competitive with anyone."

Reach Abby Shull m
sports@ll'k11herald.co111.

Student
Government
Association

Do YOU want
an office
SGA next year?

Stick with

Large Specialty Pizza:

"nanottt:
o continue to learn
he game. She's been
very vocal during
games and she does
what she can·do to
stay a part of the
game."

Lady Tops picked last in SBC

12

Papa's uot the 3-point shot
that's sure to WIN the game.

·'J told her ·don't give up: I believe in just try to be the biggest supporter I can be
you.'" Marshall said. "Her intensity was even though I'm not on the court."
unbelievable. I told her to give me a hug
Marshall has been right on schedule in
after the game
recovery. She's worked with a phys, c: wa eu
and when it was
ical therapist and strength coach in
over that was
addition to practice and hopes to be
the • first thing
ready to play next season.
she d id.''
'Tm not sure what my condiWestern (17tion will be next year:· Marshall
6. 10-0 SBC
said. "I just wonder. when I step
East) won the
back out there. will I freeze up or
game 71-67 in
will I. not think about it?"
overtime
to
Meanwhile. Marshall's teamremain undemates haven't lost any respect for
feated in the
Sun
Belt
Marshall. lier situation has also
Conference.
helped
many of them realize how
- Mal)' Taylor Cowie
The
Lady
fortunate they are to be playing.
Toppen,' suc"We complain about running
Women's basketba Icoac
cess has made it
but it makes us realize how
that much hardblessed we arc:· junior guard Ashley
er for Marshall to sit out. Even though she
can't participate in some parts of practice. Butler said. " It could be worse. We could
Marshall can be seen on the baseline. be silting where she's sitting."
cheering and pushing her teammates.
··1t does make it a little harder with the Reach Jason S1a111111
success we 're having." Marshall said. "I at sports@wkuherald.com.
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Freshmen maturing fast in Sun Belt play
B Y W ES WATT

Herald reporter
The Hilltopper basketball
team might be the youngest
team
in
the Sun Belt
Conference. But that hasn't
stopped Western from taking
first place in the East Division.
Western has more freshmen
than any other conference
opponent. The Toppers' six
freshmen account for 50 percent of the roster. ArkansasLittle Rock's seven seniors are
the most in the league and
account for 50 percent of its
roster. Arkansas-Little Rock
will play Western in Diddle
Arena at 7 tonight.
The Toppers have put
together a six-game winning
streak, including a win over Sun
Belt West Division leader
Denver last Thursday.
"I think we're starting to
make strides," Coach Darrin
Horn said, "and understand
what you have to do late in
games to make plays. There are
a lot of little areas we are starting to make progress in that arc

helping us win games.•·
Freshman guard Courtney
Lee has been one· of the best
freshman in the conference. Lee
averages 14.7 points per game
and 42 steals total for the season.
Lee proved he has shaken
some of the freshman jitters
when he stepped to the free
throw line in Wcstcrn's win over
Denver.
With 20 seconds left in the
game, Lee went to the line with
a chance to extend Westem's
81-77 lead. Lee stepped to the
line, without one nervous twitch
and a little encouragement from
senior guard Antonio Haynes.
drilled both shots.
"I love going to the line at
the end of a game." Lee said.
"Antonio was hyping me up just
telling me to put it in. My concentration was up, my momentum wa up and I j ust knocked
them down."
Haynes said he has been
using his experience to influ
cncc the underclassmen. Haynes
averages 12.9 points per game and
leads the team in steals with 43'.

Courtney Lee

Boris Siakam

Ty Rogers

"l'mjust talking to them trying to
give them confidence," Haynes
said. "I try real hard to lead by
example. It's not easy, but 1
hope they know I am giving
110 percent and I hope they
'lry to follow along."

op

Freshman
guard
Ty
Rogers proved he could
come through in pressure situations. In Western's 93-92 win
over
North
Texas
on
Saturday, Rogers hit a three
pointer to tie the game al 90

with 13 seconds left in the
game. The Toppers had
trailed the Mean Green by as
many as 2.5 points.
Rogers got another chance to
prove he could handle pressure
just seconds later.
With 3.2 seconds left in the
game and Western trailing 92-90.
Rogers stood with the whole
court in front of him. North Texas
chose not 10 guard the in-bounds
passer. And with a pick from
freshman forward Boris Siakam.
Rogers threw the ball to senior
guard Anthony Winchester who
hit a 35-foot shot to win the
game.
"I feel like the experience of

Hilltopper BP

the first 23 games has been
irreplaceable," Rogers said. "I
feel like it has helped me a lot
and I have gained 'confidence
on the floor."
Siakam has picked his
game up in the latter part of
this season. The 6-foot- 7
Siakam doesn't have as
much experience as most
freshmen. Siakam didn't
play bis first year of organized basketball until his senior year of high school.
Siakam
averages
4.7
points and 3.3 rebounds per
game.

Rea,:/, Wes Wau
at sports@wk11herald.co111.
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FC)R RENT

HELP W ANTEl)

E CHECK PAYS IT
ALL!!!
ALL UTJLJTIES included
and only minutes to campus.
New
carpet, on-site laundry, lots
of closet space and big
rooms. PRE-LEASE NOW
FOR THE SUMMER
SEMESTER! LJMITED
AVA LLABILITY.
I bdrm. $499. 2 bdrm. $579.
Call now 781-5471.

Are you a creative thinker?
Arc you responsible, consider
yourself a leader? If yes,
then this could be the job for
you ... College Suites is looking for 9 community assistants
beginning early 2005. PR and
marketing skills a plus. 16-20
hours/weekly. Apply in
person at our leasirg trailer
on 2426 Thoroughbred
Drive. Call 781-7033
for directions.

0

3bdrm house at 814 Winona
$550. 4 bdnn., 2 bat11 at 1229
Dean St. Garage, central heat
a11d air $650. 7 bdrm., 3 bath
at 1337 Chestnut $1600. Small
2 bdrm. apt. 1425 State Street.
$475. 781-8307.
1 block from WKU efficiency

apt. $260/mo. + deposit and
some utilities. 796-7949
Nice 2 bdnn./1 bath apt. in
good neighborhood near
WKU. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave
included. 782-9805.

For lea se: Carriage house
spacious and charming 525
Kiss Me Quick Alley. (Next to
International program center.)
$395/mo. Call 791-7280
I Block from campus I bdm1.
apt. with private parking lot.
1305 Center Street. Lease &
deposit required. No pets
$300/ mo. 846-2397

Orthopedics Plus physical
therapy has an immediate
opening for a part-time
physical therapy technician on
Tues. and Thurs. This is an
excellent opportunity for a student interested in pursuing
physical therapy career. lf
interested call
(270) 726-6640
Make money taking on-line
surveys. Earn $10-$ J 25 for
surveys. Earn $25-$250
for focus groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/wkentu.
BARTE DERS wanted.
$300/day potential.
No experience necessary.
Training provided.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext. 156.
TELLER Immediate opening
for teller at growing local
business. Must be available
9a.m.- 6p.m. Jf you are people
friendly, dependable, and
looking for full-time
employment call Checks Etc.
at 843-4435

Help girls grow strong,
make lifelong friends, &
kayak in your free time!
Camp Pennyroyal now
hiring: Counselors,
Lifeguards, Business
Manager, CIT Director. Great benefits, fun traditions &
playful atmosphere. Jobs are going fast! Appy today!

AMP
TAFF

www.kygirlscoutcamps.org

H ELP WANTED

SPECIAL SERVICES

TRAVEL

TRAVEL

LAW CLERK Ideal for WKU
student. For attorney. Flexible
Hours. Excellent income &
opportunity. Send resume &
transcript to Attn: Angela,
607 E.!0th. BG, KY 42101 or
fax 270-782-1451

South Central Kentucky
Barber College.
Men, Women and Children's
haircuts $5. Highlights,
perm, waxing, facials.
332 College Street.
782-3261.
Walk-ins Welcome!

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best

SPRING BREAK 2005!
Travel with STS, Amcrica·s
# I Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now
hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
lnformation/Reservat ions
1(800) 648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

I

Sales Help Wanted at Bandy
Bedding. Part-time or Fulltime available. Daytime hours
only. Marketing or sales background preferred but not
required. Pick up application
at 1751 Scottsville Rd.
782-2337

SPECIA L SERVICES
Wanted 29 serious people to
work from home using a
computer. Up to
$1,500- $5,000 Pt/ Ft.
1(888)-788-7739 or
www.rdfglobal.com

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours
of your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS
$1 ,000-$2,000 in earnings
for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
Campus Fund raiser
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.CampusFundraiser.com

.............. ~
-...

Prices. Book Now! Campus
Reps Wanted. I (800) 234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

LAST CHANCE FOR
S PRJ G BREAK! Panama
City, South Padre.
Daytona Steamboat.
www.Sunchasc.com
1-800-Sunchase
Bahamas Spring Break Cmise.

Spring Break Deals!!! We
can get you all over the world
for half the price call
ON THE GO!
1-(888) 799-9146

5 days $299! includes meals,
parties with celebrities as
seen on Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com

1-(800)-678-6386
Spring Break Specials!
Panama City & Daytona. 7

Camp Staff
Spend your summer teaching girls to sail,
windsurf, kayak & more! Bear Creek Aquatic
Camp, located on scenic 160,000 acre lake now
hiring: Counselors/Lifeguards (we can train),
Boating Assistants, Kitchen Assistant, CIT
Director, Health Supervisor (EMT/RN). Great
benefits, fun traditions & playful atmosphere.
Jobs are going fast! Apply today!
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org

STRANGER THINGS
HAVE SOLD

cLASSffIEDS

122 GARRETT CONFERENCE CENTER

FOR INFOR~iAT!Ot-- CALL 745-2653

Nights, 6 free parties $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau $499 including air.
Bahamas cruise $299!
SpringBreakTravel.com.
1-800-678-6386

Summer Positions

Nota e
• The wdy Topper swim ten111 will shoot for
its fifth straight 51111 Belt Conference title t!,is
weekend in Little Rock, Ark. 111e f-Jilltoppers
will compete in tl,e first Sun Belt Men's
Chn111pionship meet this weekend, too.

SPORTS

Sports Editor Michael Casagrande:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo Editor Dinara Sagatova:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Column

WesternS
numbers

don't add up

P LAYGROUND N OTES
M ichael Casagrande
Reading, writing and arithmetic are the
core concepts of e lementary education.
Such concepts seem 100 basic for instruction at a university, right?
Wrong.
Addition ski lls failed Western on a
NCAA bracket-sized level when calculating
its total basketball wins.
Entering the season, Western's 1,48 1
wins ranked No. I 6 all-time among NCAA
Division I programs. Just one spot behind
current No. I Illinois. seven spots ahead of
Louisville and 17 positions better than
defending national champion Connecticut.
Add this season's 18 wins and Western
now officially has been the victor 1,499
times.
The problem is Western claimed its 76-72
win over Arkansas State on Feb. 5 as victory
No. 1,500.
The four phantom wins came during the
1971 NCAA Tournament. Western won the
four games en route to a third-place fi nish
that was later vacated by the NCAA because
J im McDanials was represented by sports
agent Norman Blass.
Gary K. Johnson. the NCAA associate
director of statistics. said he was unaware
Western claims the four stripped victories,
but doing so is not a rule violation.
"If a school chooses 10 ignore the vacated
wins, that's their choice," he said.
Athletics Director Wood Selig said he
was unaware of the discrepancy.
Paul Just, sports information director
emeritus and unofficial Topper sports historian, said the wins are included in Wcstcrn's
books even though the NCAA swiped them
from its records.
No asterisk or explanation of the vacated
wins appear in official Western publications.
Just said the omission of a terisk is policy
to limit confusion.
Taking credit for winning games with an
ineligible player sends the wrong message to
anyone outside Bowling Green. especially
prospective recruits.
Western might want to consider removing
the banner hanging in Diddle commemorating the vacated appearance. Michigan d id
some house cleaning in Crisler Arena after
an NCAA scandal, removing banners honoring its 1992 and 1993 NCAA Final Four
teams.
How much pride can a Western fan feel
when looking up at a banner representing a
hollow achievement? 1t must be a painful
reminder of what could have been, but is not
reality.
Pride should come from ranking so high
on the all-time win list. Western 's I3 conference tournament titles deserve more real
estate in the Diddle rafters.
The real 1,500 win celebration should
come after the next win. The Toppers' first
opportunity is tonight, when Arkansas-Little
Rock comes 10 the Hill.
Now let's hope Western can read. so it
can re-write its incorrect arithmetic.

Michael Casagrande is rhe Herald sporrs
editor and a col11111nist. Reach him ar
spor1s@wk11herald.com.

Photo by Patrick Smith
Sophomore forward Charlotte M arshall, right, and Assistant Head Coach David Graves react during Western's win over
Middle Tennessee State on Feb. 3. Marsliall has been sidelined with a shoulder injury all season.

Marshall maximizes medical redshirt
B Y J ASON S T AMM

Herald reporter
She sits between the coaches on the bench in
her dress clothes, shouting, cheering and motivating the players on her team to push even
harder.
But she's no coach.
She's actually a player whose misfortunes on
the court relegated her to a coach's role during
games this season.
Sophomore forward Charlolle Marshall had
been penciled in as a key contributor for Western
this season. That all changed on June 28 in her
hometown of Shelbyville.
During a pick-up basketball game with some

friends and family at the local park. Marshall
swatted down at the ball. She felt a pop and
knew exactly what happened.
Marshall's shoulder had popped out of its
socket, and her aunt drove her to the hospital.
Coach Mary Taylor Cowles. in Florida at the
time, was the first to hear the news from
Marshall.
"We were very disappointed and frustrated."
Cowles said...What was more disappointing was
when we found out how bad it was. It was difficult to deal with."
Marshall had dislocated the same shoulder
before. in high school and also last season. That
injury forced her to miss six games last season.
The dislocation came in practice. Marshall was

boxing out for a rebound when she was hit from
behind.
·'When I felt it happen, l thought it was
broke." Marshall said. ··1 screamed and
screamed and then I was silent when it was
popped back in place."
After the last dislocation. the shoulder was so
loose that Marshall needed to have surgery. She
underwent an anterior capsular shift. a procedure
that usually requires I2 months to heal and a
season on the bench.
"She's done everything asked of her - she
just needs time to heal." trainer Paula Upright
said. "She should be full to go when it's time."
Marshall hasn't let her shoulder get the best
:,
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Swimmers gun
for SBC title
Bv

the Lady Toppers confidence going
into the championships. However,
with only two conference teams on
their season schedule. they haven't had
a look at some of their competitors.
In the inaugural season of men's
Sun Belt swimming. the llilltoppers
(8-3) arc poised to follow the Lady
Toppers' lead.
·'I think the
men have a good
chance at bringing home the
first Sun Bell
title."
Powell
said.
After dominating the Sun Belt top IO rankings all
season, Powell said he is confident in
the Toppers.
In their only head-to-head matchup with a Sun Belt team, the Toppers
defeated Louisiana-Monroe. I30-1 I 3.

M1 KE D UNCAN

Herald reporter
Western's swimming and diving
teams departed Tuesday for the Sun
Belt Conference championship meet
beginning tonight in Lillie Rock. Ark.
In the fifth year of women's Sun
Belt swimming. the
Lady Toppers arc
seeking their fifth
conference championship.
With the addition
o f Florida Atlamic
and the development
of Denver's program,
Coach Bill Powell said that winning
the fifth will not come as easy as the
last four.
Last season the Lady Toppers
outscored second-place Denver by
368. After losing only three seniors
from that team, Western picked up a
talented group of freshmen .
A perfect 13-0 season should give

ONIGRTITS

Reach Mike D1111ca11
at spor1s@wk11herald.co111.

File photo br James Bra11ama11/Herald
Sophomore outfielder Alana Towns slides safely into third

against Southern Missouri State last season.

Softball starts tomorrow
Bv

A BBY S n uLL

Herald reporter
Western ·s softball team
begins practice each day much
like their opponents.
Taking the tarp off the field
i<; a team effort. They do warm
up exercises and \lretch, and
then they begin to throw.
Nothing is too different from
year lo year. but this season the
Lady Toppers have a new addition.
Rachel Lawson enters her
first season as Western ·s coach.

her first year as a collegiate
head coach.
Iler rookie campaign will
begin
tomorrow
against
James
Madison
in
Chaltanooga. Tenn. at the
Sonic Challenge.
Law~on played four years
at the Univen,ity of Massachusetts. She was a two time
all-conference player. and
played in the 1992 College
World Series.
:;
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TONIGHT

IJ,Et;E

CARE
TO DRINK

Best LIVE BANDS
in the area!!
NEW

ALL YOU

CARE
TO DRINK
I

'-

PARTY

Need4
R·d?
~
I e.

Call The Designated Driver
270.202.0183

191 Cumberland Trace l{d 8LJ6-1125

J horn 10-2

$1 PINTS & appetizers
1/2 P!'ice
Driver will be runntn9I

